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BLENDER BUDDY 2

The Blender Buddy 2 turns your blender into the ultimate blending 

device and is backed by a three-year warranty. Its robust design provides 

the quality and reliability needed to ensure the ultimate patient care. 

This product securely attaches to your blender using it's DISS outlet 

connection. The oxygen port on the top of the manifold allows gas to be 

analyzed. Add the MaxO2 ME for applications requiring continuous 

monitoring.

MAXBLEND 2

Maxtec offers the Low-Flow and High-Flow MaxBlend 2 

with a built-in monitor that allows you to measure oxygen 

percentage in a clean and dry environment, away 

from the patient. This easy-to-use, low-maintenance 

blender has a host of new features and improvements, 

including a backlit LCD and acrylic flow meter, smart 

alarms, DC power port, extended battery life, and 

more—all backed by a three-year warranty.

ACCESSORIES

Be sure to add our accessories to your setup for a better method to 

flow delivery.

ADD TO A STAND-ALONE BLENDER

ADD TO A STAND-ALONE BLENDER

DISS Outlet 
Connects To Blender



DFB FLOW METER

The Maxtec “DFB” flow meters are specifically designed to work with 

blenders. They are calibrated for the pressure drop that is associated with a 

blender as flow rates are increased. This is especially important in the world 

of high flow. 

Every Maxtec DFB flow meter has a dual-scale, which essentially combines 

2 flow ranges into 1 flow meter. Our Dual Taper allows accuracy from the 

lowest visible ranges, to higher flows. This eliminates the need for multiple 

flow meters attached to a blender.

MAXBLEND LITE

The MaxBlend Lite is designed to provide all of the features of our 

MaxBlend 2 to customers already using a stand-alone blender. When 

paired with your existing blender, the MaxBlend Lite provides you with 

the added features of a built-in O2 monitor with high and low alarms, and 

a flow meter—all backed by a three-year warranty. This product securely 

attaches to your blender using a specific adapter block.

ADD TO A STAND-ALONE BLENDER

ADD TO A STAND-ALONE BLENDER

DISS Elbow Connects
To Your Blender
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MAXBLEND 2 MAXBLEND LITE BLENDER BUDDY 2 MAXVENTURI MAXFLO2 MINI

Smart Alarms

Includes Blender 
/ Mixer

Attaches to 
Blender

Bleed Contol 
(Gas Savings)

O2 Analyzer 
Capabilities

 
(built-in) (built-in) (available analysis port) (built-in)

 
(t-adapter)

DFB Flow Meter

Warranty  

(3-year)

  
(3-year)

  
(3-year)

  
(2-year)

  
(2-year)

Adult High Flow 
Only

Works w/ 
Ambient Room 

Air


